How do I stop teet - EQ1r nding?
session are also signs of bit/contact problems.
A too-thin bit or a bit adjusted too high in his
mouth may discourage this chewing motion. Try
lowering the bit a hole or two and experiment with
different shapes and thicknesses of bits, as well as
different types and combinations of metals, such as
copper or sweet iron.
Also be sure your noseband isn't so tight that it
restricts jaw mobility. This is a common problem
with flash and "crank' nosebands (the latter are aptly
named and, unfortunately, often very detrimental
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to a horse's proper acceptance of the bit). If you
In dressage, we use the word
use one of these nosebands, consider switching to
"tension" to indicate a lack of
a dropped noseband, adjusted correctly along your
relaxation and submission. Tenhorse's chin groove.
sion
To be sure your
is not
noseband is adjusted
always
loosely enough,
manifested in obvious
you must be able
behavior problems such
to fit two or three
as spooking, bolting or
fingers between the
coming above the bit.
noseband and the
Sometimes it appears
nasal bone. Another
much more subtly. Parsimple method is
ticularly in stoic horses,
to offer your horse
teeth grinding or tail
a piece of carrot or
swishing may be the only
apple when he's
perceptible response to
bridled. If he can't
an underlying physical
Once you've ruled out physical causes for teeth grinding,
munch it easily, the
discomfort. Unfortunately,
try
feeding
your
horse
a
cube
of
sugar
during
your
ride
noseband is too tight.
if the discomfort is not
to help encourage correct chewing motion.
Find an expert to
addressed promptly, this
evaluate your saddle
response may turn into
fit as well. It may be pinching your horse's withers
a habit, which can be difficult to eliminate. So the
or pressing against his shoulder blades, which many
sooner you can identify the cause, the better.
horses find disconcerting, especially while trotting.
Start your investigation in the most obvious
Ask your veterinarian to help rule out any other
place: your horse's mouth. Ask a qualified equine
possible physical issues: sore back or hocks, sensitive
dentist to perform a thorough mouth examination
soles,
chiropractic problems (e.g., hips out of alignand teeth floating. (If your veterinarian has floated
his teeth recently and noted no problems, it may
ment), etc. What may not make your horse necessarily lame might be causing enough discomfort to
still be worth getting a second opinion from a
manifest itself in teeth grinding.
dental specialist.)
At the same time, work with a qualified instrucNext, enlist the help of an experienced rider or
tor to identify any rider errors that may be causing
tack expert to evaluate the suitability and fit of your
or contributing to the problem, especially in the
bit and noseband. To achieve proper acceptance of
way you use the contact to the bit. Rigid, bouncy
the bit, your horse must feel comfortable with the bit
or unsteady hands can cause a horse to go into
and free to move his jaw in a soft chewing motion.
"protective" mode. He may still perform all the
As this motion naturally generates a fair amount of
saliva, visibly dry lips and mouth during your training
movements asked of him but with a dry, immobile
M y lower-level dressage horse
has a bad habit of grinding his
teeth on the bit and making a
noise. Judges have marked us
down for this as being "tense."
My horse doesn't seem tense
to me—he does it all the time when I ride. Is
there any way I can get him to stop?
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mouth and an inharmonious connec
tion. I teach my students to influence
their horses mouths in such a way that
they are happy with the bit. With the
correct, quiet elasticity and mobility in
the connection, your hands create a
conversation with your horse's mouth.
This skill takes years to master, but it
should be made a top priority from the
very beginning.
Finally, once you've investigated all of
the above potential problems, consider
your horse's individual temperament.
Perhaps he's an overachiever who constantly tries to go more forward and
do more work. With this type of horse,
emphasize relaxation exercises, such as
"chewing the reins out of the hands"
and "releasing the reins with one or both
hands." Also encourage correct chewing
motion by feeding him a sugar cube or
two just before you mount. To break a
long-standing teeth-grinding habit, it may
even help to offer additional sugar cubes
periodically during your ride.
Once you resolve the underlying
cause—or combination of causes—of your
horse's tension, you will find that he not
only stops grinding his teeth but also
offers a happier connection and freer,
more expressive movement throughout
all of his work.
The career of Grand Prix dressage rider
Gerhard Pothz spans three countries and
more than five decades. Before leaving his
native Germany, he earned the professional
Reitlehrer EN degree and the German Gold
Medal for FE' wins while guiding several
students to state and national championships.
In England, he received certification as a
British Horse Society Instructor.
Since moving his program to El ntridge
Riding Club in southern California in
1987, Gerhard has helped shape both
the US Dressage Federation Instructor
Certification Program and the design of
the USDF dressage tests. His dedication to
classical dressage principles and the training
pyramid has benefited countless riders across
the cottnity, including many North American
Junior and Young Rider Championships
individual and team medalists.

What can I
do about fire
ants?
Help! M y horse is
in a pasture that
has fire ant piles
scattered throughout it. From time
to time he rolls on
one or more of them and gets just
about eaten alive. Thank goodness
he doesn't have a severe reaction
to the bites, but I wonder i f there
is some kind o f horse-friendly ant
killer that you can recommend?

Fire ant bites can cause severe pain and
agitation in horses.

TIMOTHY R. OBER, D V M
Fire ants are stinging
ants that are prevalent
in the southern United
States. You can safely
cut down on your fire
ant population by pouring fire ant bait around the top of the anthill. Since fire ants forage well away from
their anthill, broadcast application in fields
is most effective. Amdro Fire Ant Bait (Hydramethylon) is accumulated by worker
ants and ultimately kills the queen so the
colony can't reproduce. This is a relatively
fast-acting product that kills the queen
of the colony within one week While it
is commonly used and normally safe for
horses exposed at low levels, this product
is considered "slightly toxic." Award Eire
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Ant Bait (Fenoxycarb) is a slower-acting
insect growth regulator with a higher
safety factor. Both products are labeled for
use in pastures and are relatively safe for
horses, so your horse won't be harmed
if he decides to roll near where you've
applied the powder. Spinosad (in products
made by companies such as Safer Brand
and Green Light) is a fairly safe product
that works against the ant's nervous system
but is not targeted as effectively against
the queen of the colony. (This is the same
product used in oral tablets for flea control
in dogs.) Other very safe products include
silica-based diatomaceous earth products
and concentrated garlic (Garlic Barrier) that
acts only as a repellent.
How severely an individual horse
will react to fire ant bites is hard to
predict Unlike yours, some horses are
extremely sensitive to the ants' venom;
they immediately develop hives and welts,
and they can become so uncomfortable
that the problem is hard to differentiate
from colic. They also get very agitated,
running around the stall and, in some
cases, quite literally climbing the walls.
(For some reason, this extreme agitation
seems to show up more with horses who
get bitten in their stalls.) Fortunately only a
small percentage of horses react this way;
more commonly they just have small bite
marks that develop into hives all over their
bodies. They're uncomfortable, but not so
acutely that they react in a way that could
lead to them hurting themselves.
Talk with your veterinarian about the
advisability of keeping some emergency
remedies on hand—the anti-inflammatories
Banamine (flunixin meglumine) or
Azium" (dexamethasone) and/or a tranquilizer such as acepromazine—to lessen
the chance of your horse hurting himself if
he develops a more violent reaction to fire
ant bites, But please don't give anything
without first calling your vet and describing what you're seeing. In some instances
a developing colic can look a lot like a
severe reaction to fire ant bites, and you
don't want to mask a condition that needs
emergency attention.
Even your veterinarian may need some
time to distinguish between colic and a

